Enterprise Timetabler
Beginners’ Training Worksheet 5
Aim of this worksheet: At the end of this worksheet you will be able to:







Understand and use all the components of the Resource Editor.
Allocate resources to an unscheduled activity using the Resource Editor.
Change resources for a scheduled activity using the Resource Editor.
Change the scheduled time and a resource at the same time using the Resource Editor.
Change the scheduled day, the scheduled time, and a resource at the same time using the Resource Editor.
Change the scheduled day, the scheduled time and multiple resources at the same time using the Resource Editor.

1. Working with the Resources Editor
The Resource Editor is a very powerful tool within Enterprise Timetabler that can be used for allocating and changing resources, and also for finding
available resources within a specified timeslot or combination of timeslots.
It is possible to edit activities and their resources by means of drag and drop operations on the Timetable Grid using the “blue diamonds” for guidance.
However, this capability has limited control over resource allocation. The blue diamonds indicate different timeslots where the Resources and Student
Sets attached to the selected activity are available - the selected activity can be moved to those different timeslots and, provided the resources are Preset,
nothing will change. However, where the resources are Wildcarded, there is no guarantee that changing a timeslot will not change the Location, the Staff
member, or the items of Equipment that are allocated to the activity.
The Resource Editor therefore allows the user to retain greater control over scheduling changes and resource allocation.
Before commencing the exercises, an explanation of the components of the Resource Editor is needed primarily to familiarize the user with the layout,
but also to ensure the user is aware of which sections to use to complete various resource selections and amendments, and finally to make sure the user
knows the correct action buttons to use when editing resources.
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2. Components of the Resource Editor
The user must first select an activity they wish to edit, and then select the Resource Editor. The Resource Editor is found as a tab on the Timetable Grid.
The selected activity will appear in the top left-hand corner of the editor, under the tabs.
On opening the Resources tab, the user will note the following:
•

The Resource Editor is split into three columns; the first column, (moving from left to right), is blank, but is used to deal with the resource
Requirements of the activity; the second column shows the Current allocation of resources when an activity is scheduled and is blank when the
activity is unscheduled; the Current column also contains Keep tickboxes. The third column is again blank, but is used to determine Available
resources when scheduling, rescheduling or amending an activity.

•

The Resource Editor is split into five rows; Day, Time, Location, Staff, and Equipment.

•

The Keep tickboxes have ticks against each of the rows.

•

At the bottom of the Resource Editor are three action buttons, currently “greyed out”:
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.

Unticking the Keep tickboxes against any of the rows will expand the Requirements and Available sections to reveal scheduling and resource editors. In
addition the action buttons have now become “live”. The assumption is that once the Keep tickbox is unticked, editing is going to take place.

Concentrating initially on the Location editor, a more comprehensive explanation of the expanded Requirements and Available columns, and the use of the
action buttons, is given below.
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2.1.

The Requirements Column

The activity may have requirements that can be satisfied by a number of Resources. These resources can be filtered by their various suitabilities, and they
can be defined as Preset or Wildcard resources depending on user choice
The Requirements column of the Location editor is illustrated and explained below:

1

3

2

4

5
1

Using the control button at the top left, the user can indicate the number of resources of the type that are needed. In this case, one Location.

2

The required resource must have the Suitability(ies) shown in this list, (In these groups). In other words, the Location must be a Seminar Room in
the Coniston Building.

3

Clicking on this selection button will open an additional window which allows Suitabilities to be added and removed as required.
Suitabilities can be added and removed using the

buttons in the middle of the screen.

A double click on a suitability in either the Available or Selected list will also move the
suitability from one list to the other.
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4

5

The second list in the Requirements column shows resources that fulfil the requirements of the Suitability(ies). There are several aspects of this list
that are important to the user:
•

In the case of Locations, the list is filtered by the selected Suitabilities, and automatically by the capacity of the room and the
departmental ownership and sharing rules defined in Syllabus Plus. In other words, only those rooms big enough to take the activity
size and owned by or shared with the department of the activity are listed. In the case of Staff, the list is automatically filtered by
those member of staff who belong to or are shared with the Department the activity belongs to.

•

The rooms listed are those that are suitable but not necessarily available.

•

In normal mode, users will only see the resources against which they have Full permission. Users who have Request permission will
be able to see additional resources when they are in Request Mode. The fact that a resource is shared with the department of the
activity does not automatically give the ET user any permission on that resource. Authorisation Manager permissions are
independent of those in Syllabus Plus.

Clicking on this selection button will open a further window which allows the user to manually change the list of suitable resources:
The user can add or remove rooms from the list whether or not they satisfy the criteria
specified by the Suitability(ies). For example, the user may require a Lecture Theatre with
Blackout, but not Lecture Theatre X. The lecture theatre could be removed from the list
manually.
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2.2.

Defining a Requirement for Fixed (Preset) Resources

The user can also indicate that the resource requirement is fixed or Preset by selecting resources directly from the list of suitable room (or staff). If one or
more items are selected, the number required control will be “greyed out” and set to the number of resources selected from the list:

To change the resource requirement without making further changes to the activity, click the

button.

If the selected activity is unscheduled, the requirement for the fixed or Preset resource will become a scheduling constraint – blue diamonds will only show
on the Timetable Grid at timeslots where the resource is available and the requirement can be met.
If the selected activity is scheduled the selected resource will be allocated as well as becoming a requirement (Preset) for the activity. Users should be
aware that working this way forces the allocation of the resource regardless of availability. There is therefore, the potential to create a double-booking of
the resource. If a double-booking is created, this will appear in the Status Pane as a Scheduling Problem.

2.3.

The Available Column

Having used the Requirements column to define the resource requirements of the activity, clicking on the
column:

button will activate the Available

The Available column takes the range of suitable resources listed in the Requirements column, regardless of any Preset, and then filters to show only those
resources that are both suitable and available at the time the activity is scheduled.
The user can select any of the resources from the Available list and by clicking on the
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Where the allocated resource is Preset, the selection and scheduling of a new resource from the Available list will replace the Preset resource so that the
requirement and allocation are both changed. If the allocated resource is not Preset (Wildcarded), the new resource will be allocated as a Wildcard resource. In
this instance, the requirement is not changed.
After any change to the resources, the Current column will update to show the new allocation.
In the exercises illustrated below, the Module GEO309 has been selected in the Views Pane.
Components of the Resource Editor:
Notes and feedback:
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2.4. Exercise 1 - Allocating Resources to an Unscheduled Activity
The first exercise covers the allocation of suitable resources to the unscheduled GEO309/Lec/01
With an unscheduled activity, the scheduling engine will identify suitable timeslots based on the resource requirements of the activity. Any requirements
that will impose a scheduling constraint should therefore be added before the activity is scheduled. Timeslots when these requirements can be satisfied
are then identified on the Timetable Grid by the appearance of the blue diamonds.
Select the GEO309 Module in the Views Pane and then choose the lecture from the Activities Spreadsheet. Using the Column Chooser drag & drop the
Required Staff Names and Required Location Names columns to the Activities Spreadsheet.

On the Timetable Grid with the Combined Timetable tab selected, a blue diamond will appear in each of the schedulable timeslots. This is because no
resource requirements have yet been added for consideration by the scheduling engine.
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Move to the Resources tab. Each of the sections Day, Time, Location, Staff & Equipment should be blank because the activity has not yet been scheduled, and
no resources have yet been allocated.

Untick the “Keep” boxes in the Current column for Location and Staff.
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As the activity GEO309/Lec/01 is currently unscheduled, but requires resources to be allocated, the only column that needs to be used at present is the
expanded Requirements column. Using the Resource Editors in this column, the user can narrow down the choice of Locations to find a room which is
suitable for the activity, and select a member of Staff from the Department the activity belongs to.
Addressing the Locations Resource Editor first, a list of locations is given which is automatically filtered to show rooms that are of sufficient capacity to
fulfil the needs of the Lecture. (The Capacity column can be added by right-clicking on the header bar and dragging and dropping from the Column
Chooser facility that appears).

Using the control in the top left-hand corner, indicate the number of rooms required. In this case, one.
The user can define the attributes or Suitabilities of the room that is required. For example, the lecture
requires a Lecture Theatre, and in this instance the Lecture Theatre should be in the Buttermere Building
where the Geography Department is based.
Clicking on the selection button will allow Suitabilities to be added. Select the “.Lecture Theatre” suitability
from the Available column, and transfer it to the Selected column. Then select “z/Buttermere Building”
from the Available column and transfer it to the Selected column. (Both Suitabilities can be selected at the
same time using Ctrl & Click and then transferred).

This list will now change to show rooms of sufficient capacity, that are in the Buttermere Building, and are suitable to hold a lecture.
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Having obtained a filtered list, a specific room could be selected by clicking on that location. In this case, the selected room would be allocated to the
activity as a Preset. However, choosing a specific location may restrict the scheduling of the activity - blue diamonds will only be shown where that room
is available. In contrast, a Wildcarded location may throw up more blue diamonds as there may be different rooms available at different times when the
activity could be scheduled. For the purposes of the exercise, do not allocate a Preset location.
Moving on to the Staff section, we can see listed an automatically filtered list of Staff who belong to the Geography Department. For this example, we will
choose a specific member of staff to be allocated to the activity.
Select “Ziegler, C” from the list. The Resource Editor should now look like this:

Click on the

button at the bottom of the Resources tab to apply the requirements.

The Activities Spreadsheet will now change to show “Ziegler, C” as the Required Staff Name. Nothing will appear in the Required Location Name as we
have only specified the type of room required, not a specific location.
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If the user now returns to the Combined Timetable tab, the grid will show blue diamond where the activity can be scheduled determined by the resource
constraints now applied. The timeslots with blue diamonds are clash free – in other words the staff member is available and a suitable location is
available.
Remember, the students have not yet been allocated to the activity so clash-checking against students has not yet been addressed by the scheduling engine.
Exercise 1 – Allocating Resources to an Unscheduled Activity:
Notes and feedback:

Completed
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2.5. Exercise 2 - Changing Resources for a Scheduled Activity
The second exercise changes the room allocated to the scheduled GEO309/Sem/01
Having seen the process for allocating resources to an unscheduled activity, let us now examine how resources can be changed for a scheduled activity.
For example, having scheduled that activity into a room, a valid reason arises for changing that room to an alternative resource.
There are 3 seminars associated with the GEO309 Module. Each of these seminars has been scheduled into a Seminar Room in the Buttermere Building
when in reality, they should have been scheduled into a Workshop.
Select GEO309/Sem/01 in the Activities Spreadsheet and move to the Resources tab. This time, because the activity is scheduled, the Current column is
populated with scheduling and resource information.

As the requirement is to change the room, untick the Keep box against Location. This will open up the Resource Editor to enable a change of location.
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Firstly, the Suitabilities must be changed so that a Workshop can be
allocated.
Click on the selection button to the left of the suitabilities section. From the
window that appears, remove the Seminar Room Suitability from the
Selected column, and insert the Workshop Suitability from the Available
column. Note the list of rooms changes to show only those that fulfil the
requirements of the suitabilities.

At present, the list of rooms shown are those that are suitable. These rooms are not necessarily available at the time the activity is scheduled.
To determine which of the rooms are available, click on the
both available and suitable.

button. This opens up the list in the Available column showing rooms that are

The user now has two choices. An available room (shown in the Available column) can be selected from the list in the Requirements column and the
button selected. The activity will reschedule into the selected location, and the new room will become both a Required Location as well as
an Allocated Location. The workshop therefore becomes Preset as opposed to Wildcard.
Alternatively, the user can select a room from the list in the Available column and click on the
button. In this instance the new room
becomes an Allocated Location and remains as a Wildcard resource. The day/time scheduling of the activity will not change.
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Exercise 2 – Changing Resources for a Scheduled Activity:
Notes and feedback:

Completed
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2.6. Exercise 3 - Changing Resources with Time
The third exercise changes the scheduled time and the room allocated to GEO309/Sem/02
Clicking on the
button at the bottom of the Resource tab to activate the available resource lists against Resource Editors may reveal a
position where no alternative resources are available at the current scheduled time. In this case, the user may wish to search for a different time when
alternative resources are available.
Select the GEO309/Sem/02 activity. Untick the Keep tickbox against Location and change the Suitabilities to allocate the activity into a Workshop in the
Buttermere Building. Having clicked on the

button, then click on the

button.

In this instance a search reveals that there are no workshops available at the current scheduled time.

As the primary requirement is to relocate the activity into a Workshop, the time at which the activity takes place assumes a lesser importance and can
therefore be changed. Untick the Keep tickbox against Time.
The user can now see listed the requirements for time. The range of the
list will default to all the times of the day, and any Suggested Time will be
shown as selected.
As with the resource screening list, the user can alter the range of the list
manually by clicking on the selection button to the left of the list. For
example, a suitable alternative time may be sought but not before 09.00.
The full range of the list is put forward into the search regardless of any
Suggested Time. The user has already indicated their willingness to change
the time by unticking the “Keep” box and initiating a search.
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On clicking the

button, the Available times list will appear.

The list shows any available time when the activity can be scheduled with the current resources where the “Keep” box is still ticked, (Thursday, with
Ziegler), and a suitable resource where the Keep box is unticked.
The Available Time list shows the user that the activity could be scheduled at any of the displayed times using one of the rooms in the Available Location
list. The Available Locations list shows the user that any of the displayed locations could be used for the activity at one or more of the times shown in the
Available Time list.
Both Available lists interact with one another. If the user selects a time, the Available Locations list will update to show available locations at the selected
time. If the user selects a location, the Available Times list will update to show the times at which the selected location is available. The user should select
the most important factor first.
Select a room from the Available Locations list. The Available Times list will update and a time can be selected. Clicking on the
reschedule the activity into the chosen location at the selected time on Thursday with Ziegler.
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button will

Exercise 3 – Changing Resources with Time:
Notes and feedback:

Completed
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2.7. Exercise 4 - Changing Resources with Day and Time
The fourth exercise changes the scheduled day, the scheduled time and the member of staff allocated to GEO309/Sem/02
Having changed the Location and the Time for GEO309/Sem/02, information now emerges that the Staff member Ziegler can no longer undertake the
activity and is to be replaced by Newnham.
Untick the Keep tickbox against Staff, and click on the

button. This shows that Newnham is not available at the current scheduled time.

Untick the Keep tickbox against Time, and remove all the times before 09.00 and after 17.00 from the list. This also reveals that Newnham is not available
at any of the remaining times on Thursday.
It is therefore necessary to change the Day on which the activity is scheduled. The Available Day list uses the same principles as the Available Time list. The
range of days to be included in any search can be manually edited, Suggested Days will be shown as selected, but do not limit the scope of the search.
Untick the Keep tickbox against Day and remove Saturday from the list. Click on the
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The Available Day list shows the day(s) on which there is at least one time when the activity could be scheduled with suitable Staff resources.
The Available Time list shows any time at which the activity could be scheduled on at least one of the days, with suitable Staff resources.
The Available Staff list shows any suitable member of staff who is available on at least one of the day and time combinations.
The Available Day, Time and Staff lists interact with each other so that the user may select the most important criteria first. Selecting a day will update the
Times List to show only the available times on that day, and the Staff List will update to show the members of staff that are available at one or more of the
available times on the selected day.
As the member of staff in this instance is the leading factor in the scheduling process, select Newnham from the Available Staff list.
The user can now see Available Days and Available Times for Newnham.
Select a day from the Available Days list, and the user can now see Available Times for Newnham on that day.
Select a time from the Available Times list and then click on the

button.

The Current column will now update to reflect the new Day, Time and Staff resource. The Keep tickboxes can be ticked, the Resources tab will update and
the activity will be re-scheduled on the Timetable Grid.
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Exercise 4 – Changing Resources with Day and Time:
Notes and feedback:

Completed
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2.8. Exercise 5 - Changing Multiple Resources with Day & Time
The fifth exercise changes the scheduled day, the scheduled time, the member of staff and the location allocated to GEO309/Sem/03
It is now revealed that GEO309/Sem/03 needs to be reallocated to Newnham in a Workshop in the Buttermere Building. Reschedule the activity into a
timeslot where these criteria can be met.
Exercise 4 – Changing Multiple Resources with Day and Time:
Notes and feedback:

Completed
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Worksheet 5 – Working with the Resource Editor - Feedback and Suggestions for Improvement:

Trainer comments:
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